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P1: Good morning, dear guests! We are glad to see you at
Literary Readings in our Hlyboka lyceum.
P2:

На тихій вулиці Тараса
Постав замріяний ліцей –
Глибоки рідної окраса
Незмінна радість для дітей.
Тетяна Сорощук

P3:

In a quite Taras Street
A lyceum stands dreamily.
It gives joy when children meet,
It decorates Hlyboka finely.
Алла Мельник-Дущак

P4: Today we have a great, special holiday. It is dedicated to a
Presentation of a literary-artistic anthology “Pearls”. It is our
first issue.
P1: During last years we made up poems in English, translated
some poems, songs of famous poets into Ukrainian, made up
poems in Ukrainian and translated them into English.
P2: We worked at the English lessons, during the English
weeks, at the competitions, at a circle “A young translator”.
P3: Time was passing… and a dream was born – to found a
literary-artistic anthology “Pearls”.
P4: We are thankful to our English teachers Alla Mykolaivna
Mel’nyk-Dushchak, Vatalina Sil’vestrivna Lahman, Larysa
Kostantynivna Zelen’ko who has founded and compiled the
book.

P1: So, welcome to the world of the English poetry and
translation!
P2: What is poetry? Let’s have a look at some quotations of
famous people. Poetry is when an emotion has found its thought
and the thought has found words.
P3: Who is a poet? A poet is a man who puts up a ladder to a
star and climbs it while playing a violin.
P4: What is a poem?
P1: A poem is a little myth of man’s capacity of making life
meaningful.
P2: There is a pleasant surprise for you. We have invited authors
of the anthology.
P3: Some of the authors have come to the holiday. Let’s greet
them with our applause.
P4: Dear authors! We are happy to see you with us today, at our
wonderful holiday.
P1: Would you like to tell us in a few words about yourselves
and read your poems, translations. And, maybe, you will sing us
some songs.
Authors.
P2: We have one more surprise for you. “Fly High” band has
come to our holiday. They want to congratulate you with the
interesting presentation and present you their songs.

P3: We hope that you like our presentation. We believe that
pupils of Hlyboka lyceum will grow, like pearls, and they will
decorate the poetic treasure with their talent.
P4: Soon people will celebrate winter holidays. This song is for
you. (“I Wish You a Merry Christmas”)
All together: Good-bye!

